Working memory updating and the development of rule-guided behavior
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ABSTRACT
The transition from middle childhood into adolescence is marked by both increasing independence and also extensive change in the daily requirements of familial demands, social pressures, and academic achievement. To manage this increased complexity, children must develop the ability to use abstract rules that guide the choice of behavior across a range of circumstances. Here, we tested children through adults in a task that requires increasing levels of rule abstraction, while separately manipulating competition among alternatives in working memory. We found that age-related differences in rule-guided behavior can be explained in terms of improvement in rule abstraction, which we suggest involves a working memory updating mechanism. Furthermore, family socioeconomic status (SES) predicted change in rule-guided behavior, such that higher SES predicted better performance with development. We discuss these results within a working memory gating framework for abstract rule-guided behavior.

1. Introduction

Rules or policies (Badre, 2008; Botvinick, 2008; Bunge, Wendelken, Badre, & Wagner, 2004; Daw, Niv, & Dayan, 2006; Dayan, 2007; Sutton & Barto, 1998) specify the relationship between a context, an action, and an anticipated outcome. Consider the rule given to children: “When indoors, speak in a soft voice, but outside, it is okay to shout”. In this example, a representation of the current context (indoor or outdoor) in working memory modulates how one should speak. Importantly, a rule can be more abstract to the degree that it determines a set of simpler rules. Extending our example, an older child may learn that the “indoor/outdoor voice” rule only applies when a caregiver is present. In this example, the context (“mom”) does not specify the appropriate level of speech but rather which class of rules relating the context to speech is currently appropriate. Sufficiently abstract rules of this sort support adaptive and flexible behavior across a range of circumstances. Here, we focus on the development of rule abstraction from middle childhood through adulthood.

In the lab, rule abstraction can be manipulated in terms of policy order. Consider a task in which one shape indicates one response and another shape a second response (Fig. 1). Here, a single decision based on shape is required to choose a response, and so this task involves 1st order policy. Now, consider that we add a second rule set in which a blue object indicates one response and a red object indicates a second response. As the shape and color rule sets cannot govern responding simultaneously, an additional contextual cue must indicate which set is relevant. Mapping out these decisions results in a two tiered decision tree. Policy abstraction increases with the depth of this decision tree. Notably, the decisions at any level of policy are made more difficult by increasing ‘competition’, or the number of competing alternatives at a given branch
Badre and D’Esposito (2007) developed a set of paradigms to consider behavioral effects of competition at different levels of policy abstraction in adults. Here, we adapt these paradigms to examine the developmental course of these processes.

The developmental literature has examined rule-guided behavior largely through the lens of task switching (Crone, Bunge, Van der Molen, & Ridderinkhof, 2006; Davidson, Amso, Anderson, & Diamond, 2006; Wendelken, Munakata, Baym, Souza, & Bunge, 2012; Yerys & Munakata, 2006; Zelazo, 2006). The Dimensional Change Card Sort (DCCS) has been used to examine very young children’s ability to sort cards based on rules (e.g., Zelazo, 2006). In this task, children generally succeed at sorting a red truck based on its color, for example. However, three-year-olds fail to subsequently switch rules and sort based on the shape dimension, whereas four-year-olds succeed. In older children, Davidson et al. (2006) required participants to switch between two rules, such that correct response was dependent on a single defining stimulus feature. These data showed that even 13-year-olds did not perform at adult levels on this task. Crone et al. (2006) also examined rule-guided behavior using a switching paradigm, but with the addition of ‘bivalent’ (i.e., 2nd order) relative to ‘univalent’ rule sets. They found that children and adolescents had greater difficulty with the bivalent rules than univalent rules, especially when switching between rules. These results provide evidence of age-related differences in the capacity to flexibly shift between rules of differing orders of policy. Here, we follow this work by separately manipulating policy level from competition.

Cognitive control depends on working memory to maintain relevant contextual information that can bias thought and action toward a desired goal. It follows that having the right rule or contextual information in working memory is crucial for adaptive responding. Both failing to update relevant information into working memory when it becomes available or failing to maintain it in working memory once it is updated could result in control failures. Thus, cognitive control requires a balance between flexibly updating relevant contextual rule information into working memory (gating), and maintaining it there (maintenance) stable against interference from irrelevant information (e.g., Chatham, Frank, & Badre, 2014; D’Ardenne et al., 2012; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Miller & Cohen, 2001). This flexibility/stability paradox seems a particularly difficult problem to solve for the immature developing system. Moreover, perseverative errors, the hallmark of immature cognitive control, could theoretically be attributed to both immature working memory updating or working memory maintenance.

Several models of working memory indicate a solution to these incompatible flexibility and stability demands, where the mechanisms underlying working memory updating or gating are separate from working memory maintenance (Braver & Cohen, 2000; O’Reilly & Frank, 2006). As such, this framework may provide an opportunity for specificity with respect to the precise mechanisms supporting age-related differences in rule-guided behavior in the transition from childhood into adolescence. Indeed, one complication of previous designs that manipulate rule complexity in the developmental literature is that they simultaneously increase overall demands incurred by increased rule complexity (i.e., more abstract policy) and maintenance demands among the fan of alternatives (Fig. 1). As such, the developmental course of higher order rule-guided behavior could be a function of updating or gating information into working memory at the level of policy abstraction, at the level of resolving the competition among the increasing fan of options, or some combination. Our work sought to address this question using the paradigms established in Badre and D’Esposito (2007). The potential for specificity and mechanistic insight has broad implications for informing basic science on the topic of the development of rule-guided behavior in this age range, but also fills an important gap with respect to the mechanisms underlying perseverative behavior in a host of developmental disorders, both marked by inefficient cognitive control of thought and action.

Finally, formation of stable rule representations for action is thought to arise through learning mechanisms over childhood (Snyder & Munakata, 2010), and models of the formation of these representations have emphasized the variability of experience as key determining factors (Rougier, Noelle, Braver, Cohen, and O’Reilly (2005). Therefore, we were secondarily interested in the impact of environmental experience in moderating the developmental profile of rule-guided behavior. Socioeconomic status

![Fig. 1. Schematic of increases in depth, and by necessity width, of decision tree when moving from 0 to 1st and 2nd order policy for action.](image-url)
(SES) has been repeatedly used in the developmental literature as a proxy for both stressful and enriching life experiences, and shown to relate to cognitive control development (Noble, McCandliss, & Farah, 2007; Noble, Norman, & Farah, 2005; Noble, Wolinetz, Ochs, Farah, & McCandliss, 2006) as well as to electrophysiological and structural changes in brain development (Kishiyama, Boyce, Jimenez, Perry, & Knight, 2009; Noble, Houston, Kan, Bookheimer, & Sowell, 2012; Sheridan, Sarsour, Jutte, D’Esposito, & Boyce, 2012; Stevens, Lauinger, & Neville, 2009). Therefore, we explored the hypothesis that variability in environmental experiences, such as is affected by SES, may affect the formation of stable rule representations in working memory gating and maintenance.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

A total of 106 participants completed the session. The final sample (N = 102) consisted of 34 children (7–10 years, M = 9.49 years, SD = 1.07 years, 19 females), 34 adolescents (12–15 years, M = 13.63, SD = 1.08 years, 18 females), and 34 adults (19–30 years, M = 22.28 years, SD = 2.66 years, 18 females). An additional 4 subjects were excluded from the final sample for inattention or failure to understand the task (1 child, 1 adolescent, 2 adults) as evidenced by error rates higher than twice the standard deviation of their respective age group mean. Normal color vision was verified by the Ishihara test for color deficiency. Families were recruited using brochures and flyers in the community. Families were compensated for participation. Participants were consented consistent with the University IRB rules and guidelines. All children signed an assent. Each participant completed the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) (Wechsler, 1999). All IQ scores were in the normal range and hence no IQ-based exclusions were necessary (children M = 127.74, SD = 11.23; adolescents M = 118, SD = 13.5; adults M = 124.1, SD = 12.02).

2.2. Materials

2.2.1. SES measures and calculation

All parents were asked to complete a questionnaire asking about both parents’ current education, current occupation, and household income (McLoyd, 1998). Adult participants reported the data on behalf of their parents. Of these N = 34 adults, N = 31 were either college students or graduate students and had not yet established their own education, occupation, or income. Seven families declined to provide demographic information.

Parental reports of education were often given in milestone achievements, rather than years. As such, we coded parental education on a scale of 1–5 (1 = high school, 2 = some college, 3 = bachelor’s, 4 = masters, 5 = PhD or equivalent). We coded occupation on a scale of 1–5 using the O*Net rankings. O*Net, developed by the US Department of Labor/Employment and Training Administration, is a nationally recognized current database on occupational information. Job zones are groups of occupations that share requirements of education and amount of training needed to do a job. Household income was used to generate an income-to-needs ratio (family income divided by the poverty threshold of a family of that size).

Thirty-eight additional participants declined to provide household income (10 children, 15 adolescents, 13 adults), consistent with previous literature (Bornstein & Bradley, 2003; Noble et al., 2007). We followed the example of previous literature to impute income-to-needs and a single SES factor (e.g., Noble et al., 2006, 2007). We calculated a regression equation with the parental occupation and education metrics as predictors of income-to-needs. In order to avoid skewing the regression equation in favor of extreme positive outliers, two participants with income-to-needs ratios greater than three standard deviations from the group mean were not included (resulting in N = 93). The regression coefficients derived from this analysis were used to impute the income-to-needs ratio of the participants who had reported education and occupation but not household income.

Parental occupation, education, and income-to-needs were all highly correlated (all ps < .005), raising the possibility of collinearity errors in statistical analyses. As such, we generated a single SES factor for statistical examination with our task reaction time data. We entered average parent education, occupation, and income-to-needs into a factor analysis, using the principal components method of extraction on a covariance matrix. The extracted factor was used as the SES score and explained 82.5% of the variance across the three variables. The derived SES variable correlated with all three income-to-needs, r(95) = .99, p = .000, parental education, r(95) = .56, p = .000, and parental occupation, r(95) = .41, p = .000. Preliminary analyses yielded no difference in the distribution of SES across Age Groups, F(2,90) = .259, p = ns, η²p = .006. Table 1 details the distributions of all three education, occupation, and income-to-needs variables for the sample of children and adolescents (N = 61). The data for these groups are added because they are relevant to interpreting subsequently presented SES results. An income-to-needs of 1 means living at the poverty line (McLoyd, 1998).

2.3. General procedures

Participants completed two tasks: the Response and Feature tasks (Fig. 2).

2.3.1. Response task

On each trial, participants saw the outline of a colored square. Based on color, participants chose a key-press response. Trials were grouped into blocks. For each block, participants were given a rule set that mapped four colored boxes to be seen over the course of the upcoming block to either one (R1), two (R2), or four (R4) potential responses (Fig. 2). This provided separate manipulations of policy abstraction and competition. Specifically, during R1 blocks, there was no uncertainty about what response to make, as all colored boxes mapped to the same response. Thus, R1 provides a simple RT baseline or "0 order" policy condition. By contrast, R2 and R4 both involved selecting a response based on the colored box, and so these conditions require
using 1st order policy. Consequently, R2/R4 vs. R1 compares different levels of policy abstraction (1st vs. 0 order). Though R2 and R4 both involve 1st order policy abstraction and both feature four different color-based rules, they differ in their degree of competition – they require a choice between 2 vs. 4 response options, respectively. Hence, R1 vs. R2 manipulates both policy and competition, while R4 vs. R2 manipulates only degree of competition during a 1st order choice.

2.3.2. Feature task

Participants saw the outline of a colored square surrounding an arrow pointing one of four directions (up, down, left, or right). The color of the square cued a particular target arrow direction. Using one of two keys, the participant indicated whether the presented arrow was pointing in the cued direction or not. Trials were grouped into blocks. For each block, participants were given a rule set that mapped four colored boxes to be seen over the course of the upcoming block to either one (F1), two (F2), or four (F4) target arrow directions. This provides separate manipulations of policy abstraction and competition. Specifically, during F1 blocks, there is no uncertainty about which arrow direction cues a target response because all the colored boxes map to the same arrow direction. Thus, F1 is at a 1st order of policy abstraction and only requires a choice between two responses. By contrast, F2 and F4 involve using the colored box to select the appropriate mappings between the orientation of the arrow and a response. Thus, these choices are at a 2nd order of policy abstraction. Consequently, F1 vs. F2 compares a 1st vs. a 2nd order of policy abstraction as well as an increase in competition among alternatives for action (policy and competition). F2 and F4 both involve a choice at a 2nd order of policy abstraction, but they differ in their degree of competition.

2.3.3. Shared procedures

Trial duration was 4 s, during which the participant may respond and terminate the trial. We jittered the intertrial interval from 0 to 2 s. For each task, participants first completed a training phase to learn the rule sets. Training time was allocated to ensure that even the youngest children explicitly and completely learned the rules and stimulus response mappings. As such, training time varied by individual. On average, training time was 10 min per task. Following training, participants completed the tasks, 198 trials for the Response task (33 trials per block), and 192 (32 trials per block) trials for the Feature task. Task order was counterbalanced. Within task, level (1,2,4) order was counterbalanced across participants.

3. Results

3.1. Response task

Average error rates were low for children (M = 4%, SD = 3%), adolescents (M = 2%, SD = 2%), and adults (M = 2%, SD = 1%). Preliminary analyses indicated that there were mean reaction time differences across our Age Groups F(2,99) = 62.55, p = .000, and reaction times (RTs) significantly decreasing with age (all ps = .000). This raises the possibility that observed developmental RT effects may be more related to global mean differences in motor skill across age groups than to the Policy or Competition manipulations per se. Therefore, we used average R1 baseline RTs as covariates in all subsequent analyses labeled ANCOVA. In analyses that included R1 as a dependent variable, we applied a variance-stabilizing square root transformation per subject and Level to reaction times, such that variability on the dependent measures (reaction times on Levels R1, R2, & R4) is not directly related to their mean value.

We began with ANOVAs examining the between subjects factor of Age Group (children, adolescents, adults) and the within subjects factor of Level (R1, R2, R4) for correct trial RTs. This resulted in main effects of Level, F(2,198) = 62.55, p = .000, and Age Group, F(2,99) = 56.49, p = .000, and an Age Group by Level interaction, F(4,198) = 5.79, p = .000, η²p = .11. We next addressed age-related differences in Policy and Competition. As such, we ran separate ANOVAs for each Policy + Competition (R2 vs. R1) and Competition alone (R4 vs. R2) comparisons by Age Group. We reasoned that age-related differences in the Policy + Competition comparison could reflect change in both processes, but the addition of the Competition alone comparison would reveal the extent of that change attributable to Competition effects.

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample SES and income-to-needs ratio statistics.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent education (N = 61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% Confidence interval for mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interquartile range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Policy + Competition ANOVA analysis resulted in a reliable interaction of Level with Age Group, \( F(2,99) = 5.45, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .10 \). Subsequent analyses comparing these effects across specific Age Group pairs showed a higher reaction time cost in R2 relative to R1 in children as compared to both adolescents, \( F(1,66) = 7.88, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .11 \), and adults, \( F(1,66) = 8.29, p = .005, \eta^2_p = .11 \). However, the R4 vs. R2 Competition ANCOVA across Age Group revealed only the expected main effect of Level, \( F(1,98) = 4.66, p < .05 \), but no interaction of this factor with Age Group, \( F(2,98) = 2.26, p = ns \). Taken together, these data suggest that age-related differences in the Policy + Competition comparison (R2 vs. R1) is predominantly driven by the cost of going from 0 to 1st order policy, with no additional developmental effect of adding competing choices at 1st order policy (Fig. 3, left panel).

One possibility is that the developmental policy effect is being driven by greater demand to update rule information into working memory for the R2 relative to the R1 level. If so, we would expect that the developmental effect be unique to R2 trials where the color cues change rather than repeat. We conducted a Trial Type (Cue Repeat/Response Repeat vs. Cue Change/Response Repeat) ANCOVA on R2 trials, with Age Group as the between subject variable. The analysis resulted in main effects of Trial Type, \( F(1,98) = 23.14, p = .000 \), and Age Group, \( F(2,98) = 27.82, p = .000 \). We also found an interaction of Trial Type x Age Group, \( F(2,98) = 3.92, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .07 \). Children had a greater cost to cue change than did adults, \( F(1,65) = 6.76, p = .01, \eta^2_p = .09 \), or adolescents, \( F(1,65) = 3.48, p < .07, \eta^2_p = .05 \) (Fig. 3, right panel). To check that this effect is specific to cue changes, we conducted the same analysis on R2 response repeat vs. change trials (holding cue type constant) and found no interaction with Age Group, \( F(2,98) = 2.19, p = ns \). These data suggest that the effect of policy is being driven by costs in updating rule information into working memory, above and beyond a general cost to changing response.

### 3.2. Feature task

We next asked whether competition is likely to exact a greater developmental cost while following a 2nd order policy. Again, average error rates were low across children...
(M = 7%, SD = 6%), adolescents (M = 4%, SD = 2%) and adults (M = 2%, SD = 1%). We conducted an ANCOVA on the within subjects factor of Levels (F1, F2, F4) and the between subjects factor of Age Group (children, adolescents, adults) for correct trial RT, including the R1 baseline covariate. The analysis revealed a main effect of Age Group, F(2, 98) = 34.39, p = .000, Level, F(2, 196) = 33.92, p = .000, and a Level × Age Group interaction, F(4, 196) = 5.06, p = .001, η²_p = .09. We followed this up with ANCOVAs specific to the Policy + Competition (F2 vs. F1) and Competition alone (F4 vs. F2) comparisons with the between subjects factor of Age Group. The Policy + Competition comparison showed a main effect of Level, F(1, 98) = 38.87, p = .000, Age Group, F(2, 98) = 30.74, p = .000, and an Age Group by Level interaction, F(2, 98) = 4.33, p < .05, η²_p = .08. Children had a greater cost for going from 1st to 2nd order Policy + Competition, than did either adults, F(1, 65) = 3.96, p = .05, η²_p = .06, or adolescents, F(1, 65) = 6.62, p < .05, η²_p = .08 (Fig. 4, left panel). The ANCOVA comparing F4 and F2 competition values at a 2nd order of policy resulted in a trending main effect of Level, F(1, 98) = 2.79, p = .09, a main effect of Age Group, F(2, 98) = 30.56, p = .000, but no interaction of any of these variables with Level or Age Group (all ps = ns). These data again further indicate that age-related differences in rule-guided behavior cannot be explained by changes in managing increasing competition.

We asked once again whether the effect of policy is being driven by having to update rule information into working memory in the F2 task. In the F2 task, both the cue and the target arrow feature can change across trials. We conducted a Trial Type (Cue Repeat/Feature Repeat vs. Cue Change/Feature Repeat) ANCOVA on F2 trials, with Age Group as the between subject’s variable. The analysis resulted in a main effect of Trial Type, F(1, 98) = 16.64, p = .000, Age Group, F(2, 98) = 16.64, p = .000, η²_p = .25, and an interaction of Trial Type × Age Group, F(2, 98) = 7.05, p = .001, η²_p = .13 (Fig. 4, right panel). As in the Response Task, children had a greater cost to cue change than did either adults, F(1, 65) = 9.03, p = .004, η²_p = .12, or adolescents, F(1, 65) = 5.97, p = .017, η²_p = .08. As a control for general change costs, we ran the same analysis on trials where the feature changed (Feature Repeat/Cue Change vs. Feature Change/Cue Change), and found an interaction of Age Group × Trial Type, F(2, 98) = 5.65, p = .005. However, the interaction does not mirror that shown for policy but was driven by smaller feature change cost in adolescents than both children, F(1, 65) = 9.61, p < .005, and marginally adults, F(1, 65) = 3.11, p = ns. Children and adults did not differ from each other, F(1, 65) = 1.11, p = ns. We interpret these data, along with the R2 data, to suggest age-related differences specific to updating rule information in working memory (as dictated by the cue color) as the likely mechanism underlying the effect of policy.

3.3 Cross task comparisons and SES

Our next analysis had a twofold purpose. First, we examined the explanatory power of SES on policy abstraction. We also used a cross-task comparison to address whether the Policy + Competition effects above were due
to an interaction of Policy and Competition or were specific to Policy. Theoretically, Level 2 in the Response task is equivalent to Level 1 in the Feature task, in that both required first order policy. Thus, any interaction of Task with Age Group could only be explained by surface differences across tasks not related to our questions (e.g., instructions, stimuli, etc.). However, there was no such interaction, \( F(2, 99) = .46, \ p = \text{ns} \), justifying a cross-task comparison.

We conducted a General Linear Model with the within subjects factors of 1st and 2nd order Task Policy (Response and Feature) \times\ Competition Level (Level 2 and Level 4). We included, as continuous variables Age, SES, IQ, R1 baseline, and an Age \times\ SES interaction variable. Only participants who contributed SES data were included (\( N = 93 \) across all ages). We found the expected main effect of Policy, \( F(1, 87) = 3.83, \ p = .05, \ \eta^2_p = .04 \), and a Policy \times\ Age interaction, \( F(1, 87) = 5.93, \ p < .05, \ \eta^2_p = .06 \), but no Policy \times\ Competition interaction. We also found main effects of Age, \( F(1, 87) = 45.04, \ p = .000, \ \eta^2_p = .34 \), and an Age \times\ SES interaction, \( F(1, 87) = 4.08, \ p < .05, \ \eta^2_p = .05 \). Notably, the Age \times\ SES variable did not interact with either Policy or Competition Level across 1st and 2nd Order Policy. That is, the effect was the same across 1st vs. 2nd Order Policy and regardless of whether there were two or four competing choices for action. We next used linear regression to probe the precise nature of the Age \times\ SES interaction on our Policy variable of interest.

We generated a single dependent Policy variable representing average RT to 1st and 2nd Order Policy as above (R2, R4, F2, F4). In order to account for any variance associated with changes in Competition across these levels, we generated an average Competition Cost predictor metric (mean of Response Task 4 minus 2 & Feature Task 4 minus 2) and a Competition Cost \times\ Age metric for inclusion as predictors in the model. IQ, SES, and Age were also included as predictors, along with Age \times\ SES, and Competition Cost \times\ SES interaction variables. All values were standardized prior to analysis. A first regression using this model included all participants, including adults. A second regression verified the results using only children and adolescents (\( N = 61 \)), thereby controlling for bias in the first analysis introduced by adults reporting on behalf of their parents. The first model (\( N = 93 \)) explained a significant amount of the variance in Policy \( R^2 = .58, F(8, 84) = 14.31, \ p = .000 \). All results are presented in Table 2A. Both Age \( (p = .000) \) and Age \times\ SES \( (p < .05) \) were reliable predictors of Policy. The second model (\( N = 61 \)), \( R^2 = .60, F(8, 52) = 9.58, \ p = .000 \), effectively replicated these effects (Table 1B). The smaller number of subjects in the second model resulted in an Age \times\ SES interaction that was only trend-level \( (p < .09) \). However, the more relevant regression metric, size of beta coefficients, indicates that the Age \times\ SES effect is actually larger in the second model than in the first (Table 2). To illustrate this two-way regression interaction, we used the standard simple slopes method wherein a linear equation is developed describing the relation between Age and Policy for children in the lowest end of the sample SES range and another equation for those in the higher end of the sample SES range. These lines were generated using unstandardized regression coefficients for the independent variable of Age, the moderator variable SES, and the interaction term Age \times\ SES (Dawson, 2014). Fig. 5 graphically illustrates this pattern of results in children through adolescents, where the biggest difference in policy abstraction was observed. There was less efficient age-related improvement in rule-guided behavior for children in the lower end of the sample SES range than for those at the higher end of the sample SES range. By adolescence, higher SES children outperformed lower SES children. Please see Table 1 for SES statistics.

We ran a separate regression (\( N = 93 \)) with Competition Cost as the dependent variable. The model was not significant, \( R^2 = .05, F(5, 87) = .95, \ p = \text{ns} \), nor were the predictors (all \( p > .1 \)). As a control, we asked whether Age, SES, or IQ predicted performance on the R1 variable, or 0 Order Policy. The regression model explained a significant amount of the variance, \( R^2 = .30, F(4, 88) = 9.40, \ p = .000 \), with only Age serving as a reliable predictor of performance, \( \beta = -.54, t = -5.94, \ p = .000, 95\% \text{ CI} [-.72, -.36] \).
4. Discussion

Here, we asked whether developing complex rule-guided behavior derives from changes in policy abstraction or in the capacity to resolve competition among choice alternatives in working memory. In the range of rule abstraction we tested, our data indicate that age-related differences in the transition from childhood to adolescence derive precisely from changes in policy abstraction. Increasing difficulty via competition did not result in developmental differences. That is, increasing the complexity of the rule, in terms of policy abstraction, showed a differential developmental time-course. By contrast, all groups showed a similar, reliable cost to the increase in competition from two to four choice alternatives. This was the case for both the first- and second-order policy tasks. This finding highlights that while the competition manipulation was effective in eliciting behavioral costs, these costs do not explain age-related differences in rule-guided behavior.

The selectivity of developmental effects to the policy cost is consistent with prior observations. Zelazo, Muller, Frye, and Marovich (2003) presented 3 and 4 year-old children with a version of the DCCS that varied competition demands but held policy order constant. Specifically, children sorted cards based on color (2 colors) and shape (2 shapes) but the shape and color rules did not overlap. They found that children who would otherwise fail the standard version of the task succeeded on this version, indicating that the difficulties in rule-guided behavior were unlikely to be explained by age-related differences in maintenance. In other words, once the appropriate contextual information is maintained in working memory, its impact on the adjudication among competing alternatives is comparable at all levels of competition across age groups. This working memory gating account is also consistent with explanations of perseverative behavior on the DCCS that favor learning as a stabilizing influence on conflict resolution (Ramsar, Dye, Gustafson, & Klein, 2013; Snyder & Munakata, 2010).

Further, our developmental effects were specific to trials where color cues changed in both the first and second order policy tasks. The clearest evidence for this was during the R2 and F2 conditions. In both of these conditions, two colors map to the same response or target feature. Consequently, it is possible to demand contextual updating – i.e., updating a new color into working memory – without requiring a change of the response or feature that is selected on the basis of that context. We found that the developmental effects of a policy increase were at least partly carried by demands on cue changes, independent of response or feature changes. As such, our results may be best understood within the frame of current mechanistic models of selective updating of working memory. Working memory, supported by prefrontal cortex (PFC), maintains contextual information to modulate thought and action (Miller & Cohen, 2001). This requires a mechanism whereby only useful contextual information is selectively updated into working memory; in other words, a working memory gate. Several influential models of working memory updating assume separate gating and maintenance mechanisms (Braver & Cohen, 2000; O’Reilly & Frank, 2006). In this case, the demand to flexibly update the context, such as when the cue changed, appeared to drive developmental differences. As such, our data potentially provide evidence for a slower rate of age-related change in flexible updating or gating of working memory, specifically, in the service of rule-guided behavior.

We further showed that as policy abstraction develops beyond childhood, SES moderates the efficiency of this development such that lower SES children show less efficient age-related differences. We note that while we attempted to mathematically account for the cost of the increase in competition cost (Table 2) on the Policy dependent variable, we cannot directly speak to the specificity of the SES relationship with policy order in this investigation. Table 1 shows the education, occupation, and income-to-needs ratio statistics. The latter is provided in order to allow the reader a general sense of the spread of the demographic sample in units relevant to determining poverty and comparable to national statistics. Although we have a good range across SES, our sample has a slight positive skew, indicating that we are seeing effects of even middle to high SES on rule-guided behavior. This strengthens the argument that these effects are not specific to poverty, but are more generally the result of variable environments on rule-guided behavior. We note here that the point of this investigation is not to classify some group of children into a niche based on SES. It is rather to describe age-related changes in rule-guided behavior that are sensitive to differences in environmental experience.

Fig. 5 shows that SES did not play a role in rule-guided behavior at the younger end of our age range. With age, both children in the higher and lower end of the SES range showed faster response times, indicating better performance on these tasks. However, the children with higher SES values showed a steeper slope and ultimately have faster reaction times, and therefore better performance, with age and development. Related data from preschool age children indicate a less prominent role for family income in the slope of developmental change in executive functions (Hughes, Ensor, Wilson, & Graham, 2010), indicating that SES may influence the development of related constructs differently at alternate points in child development.

As noted, rule-guided behavior requires the ability to update relevant contextual information in working memory and to robustly maintain it in order to bias selection of appropriate responses. Formation of these stable codes is hypothesized to arise through learning mechanisms over childhood (Ramsar et al., 2013; Snyder & Munakata, 2010), and models of such learning have emphasized the variability of experience as a key determining factor (Rougier, Noelle, Braver, Cohen, & O’Reilly, 2005). Relevant to SES, cognitively stimulating materials and experiences are less common in low SES homes (Adams, 1990; Bradley, Corwyn, Burchinal, McAdoo, & Garcia Coll, 2001). Electrophysiological and neuroimaging data have also shown reductions in prefrontal cortex-mediated cognitive control behavioral performance and anatomical measurements in high relative to low SES children (Kishiyama et al., 2000; O’Reilly & Frank, 2006). In this case, the demand to flexibly update the context, such as when the cue changed, appeared to drive developmental differences. As such, our data potentially provide evidence for a slower rate of age-related change in flexible updating or gating of working memory, specifically, in the service of rule-guided behavior. We further showed that as policy abstraction develops beyond childhood, SES moderates the efficiency of this development such that lower SES children show less efficient age-related differences. We note that while we attempted to mathematically account for the cost of the increase in competition cost (Table 2) on the Policy dependent variable, we cannot directly speak to the specificity of the SES relationship with policy order in this investigation. Table 1 shows the education, occupation, and income-to-needs ratio statistics. The latter is provided in order to allow the reader a general sense of the spread of the demographic sample in units relevant to determining poverty and comparable to national statistics. Although we have a good range across SES, our sample has a slight positive skew, indicating that we are seeing effects of even middle to high SES on rule-guided behavior. This strengthens the argument that these effects are not specific to poverty, but are more generally the result of variable environments on rule-guided behavior. We note here that the point of this investigation is not to classify some group of children into a niche based on SES. It is rather to describe age-related changes in rule-guided behavior that are sensitive to differences in environmental experience.

Fig. 5 shows that SES did not play a role in rule-guided behavior at the younger end of our age range. With age, both children in the higher and lower end of the SES range showed faster response times, indicating better performance on these tasks. However, the children with higher SES values showed a steeper slope and ultimately have faster reaction times, and therefore better performance, with age and development. Related data from preschool age children indicate a less prominent role for family income in the slope of developmental change in executive functions (Hughes, Ensor, Wilson, & Graham, 2010), indicating that SES may influence the development of related constructs differently at alternate points in child development.

As noted, rule-guided behavior requires the ability to update relevant contextual information in working memory and to robustly maintain it in order to bias selection of appropriate responses. Formation of these stable codes is hypothesized to arise through learning mechanisms over childhood (Ramsar et al., 2013; Snyder & Munakata, 2010), and models of such learning have emphasized the variability of experience as a key determining factor (Rougier, Noelle, Braver, Cohen, & O’Reilly, 2005). Relevant to SES, cognitively stimulating materials and experiences are less common in low SES homes (Adams, 1990; Bradley, Corwyn, Burchinal, McAdoo, & Garcia Coll, 2001). Electrophysiological and neuroimaging data have also shown reductions in prefrontal cortex-mediated cognitive control behavioral performance and anatomical measurements in high relative to low SES children (Kishiyama et al., 2000; O’Reilly & Frank, 2006). In this case, the demand to flexibly update the context, such as when the cue changed, appeared to drive developmental differences. As such, our data potentially provide evidence for a slower rate of age-related change in flexible updating or gating of working memory, specifically, in the service of rule-guided behavior.
et al., 2009; Noble et al., 2012; Sheridan, Sarsour, Jutte, D’Esposito, & Boyce, 2012; Stevens et al., 2009). Taken together, SES may serve as a proxy for enriching experiences relevant to development at the level of rule-guided behavior. Though, other factors correlating with SES, such as exposure to stressful life events, could also impact the development of systems thought to support working memory updating. While we are pleased to have considered the role of SES in this work, we acknowledge that it is a variable of limited mechanistic potential and are currently addressing the precise variables, under the SES umbrella, that are driving age-related differences in rule-guided behavior observed here. We additionally acknowledge that directionality is difficult to establish in these investigations. Work using the logic of identical twin studies to establish heritability estimates has identified executive functions as highly heritable (Friedman et al., 2008; Miyake & Friedman, 2012). While it is possible that poor executive functions in parents contribute to poor policy abstraction and low SES, the assumptions of twin studies for deriving heritability estimates have extensively been called into question both in general and with respect to executive functions processes (e.g., Muller, Baker, & Yeung, 2013). Nonetheless, these issues are worthy of future empirical consideration.

During the transition from childhood to adolescence, the developing child is confronted with increasingly complex contexts in which to implement rule-guided behavior, as well as a larger number of competing options to choose from. Our data specify that age-related differences in flexible rule-guided behavior derives from the unique demands on working memory updating that are imposed by increases in policy abstraction. Future work will examine the limits of these selective age-related differences, with a focus on higher order levels of policy.
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